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Abstract: Integrated land-use/transport models have five decades of history of both widely recognized successful implementations and implementations that remained far behind their originally stated goals. This paper summarizes the state of the art of integrated land-use/transport modeling and reports on findings from the Symposium for the Integration of Land-Use and Transport Models in Raitenhaslach, which is near Munich, in 2016. From these sources, the paper identifies major challenges in integrated land-use/transport modeling and proposes paths that support successful implementations. Particular attention is given to the coordination of short- and long-term decisions, the technical integration of models, microscopic versus macroscopic frameworks and appropriate levels of model complexity. The paper concludes with five themes that require further research to ensure that integrated land-use/transport models will keep up with modeling needs in the future.

1 Introduction

The relevance of integrating land use with transportation analyses has been described since decades (Forrester, 1969). Many integrated land-use/transport models, however, remain in an early research exploration stage, many of which are abandoned after a few years due to high complexity or non-operationality. There is a renewed interest in overcoming the implementation issues, because new trends, such as telework or driverless vehicles, are expected to have substantial influence on land-use patterns. To fully reflect the impact of such trends, transport models cannot afford to leave the land-use forecast static but need to be integrated with land-use models.

This article identifies the most important issues in integrated land-use/transport modeling. This
is based on two sources. First, a literature review provides an updated overview of the state of the art in integrated land-use/transport modeling (section 2). Secondly, findings from the Symposium for the Integration of Land-Use and Transport Models in Raitenhaslach, near Munich, held in November 2016, were summarized in this article (section 3). This paper attempts to summarize the main themes both from the literature and from discussions at the symposium and to draw some conclusions where the profession is likely to move in the near future (section 4).

2 State of the art of integrated modeling

Lowry’s Model of Metropolis (Lowry, 1964) is often considered to be the first computer model that truly integrated land use and transportation. The Lowry Model assumed the location of basic employment exogenously and generated an equilibrium for the allocation of non-basic employment and population. Over the last five decades, this popular model has been implemented many times (e.g., Batty, 1976; Mishra, Ye, Duca, & Knaap, 2011; Wang, 1998). At least equally influential was Forrester’s Theory of Urban Interactions (1969). Even though it was an aspatial model, his research on interactions between population, employment and housing has influenced the design of many spatial land-use models developed ever since.

The following state-of-the-art focuses on land-use models and their integration with transport models. Putman developed the Integrated Transportation and Land-Use model Package (ITLUP) (Putman, 1983), which led to the frequently applied DRAM and EMPAL models. Wilson’s Entropy Model (1967) generated an equilibrium by maximizing entropy of trips, goods flows or the distribution of population.

The MEPLAN model developed by Echenique, Crowther, and Lindsay (1969) is an aggregated land-use transport model that used the basic concept of the Lowry model as a starting point. The model can simulate a variety of both land-use and transport scenarios. Another modeling approach using the Lowry model as a starting point is the TRANUS model (de la Barra & Rickaby, 1982) that simulates land use, transport, and its interactions at the urban and regional scale.

Martínez (1996) developed a land-use model under the acronym MUSSA in which location choice is modeled as a static equilibrium. MUSSA used the bid-auction approach based on the bid-rent theory where consumers try to achieve prices as low as possible and not higher than their willingness to pay. In the bid-rent theory, first introduced by Alonso (1964: 36 ff.), land prices are the immediate result of the bid-auction process. In contrast, the discrete-choice approach -initially developed for housing choice by McFadden (1978: 76 ff.)- models land being bought or rented with no instant effect on the price.

Wegener (1982) developed the IRPUD model as a fully integrated land-use transport model. The household location choice is microscopic, simulating every household individually. The IRPUD model was one of the few early approaches that contradicted the common assumption that land-use models shall reach an equilibrium at the end of each simulation period. Land-use development aims at equilibrium constantly, but due to a continuously changing environment and slow reaction times of households, businesses, developers and planners, this equilibrium stage is never reached. The price of a new dwelling and the commute distance to the household’s main workplace are accounted for as true constraints in location choice. Similarly, the Metroscope model for Portland, Oregon (Conder & Lawton, 2002) compares expenditures for housing, transportation, food, health and all other expenses to ensure that household budgets are not exceeded.

PECAS (Hunt & Abraham, 2003) is another land-use model that represents an equilibrium of competing demand for developable land. Households relocate based on available floorspace, prices, accessibilities and other location factors. PECAS combines this bid-rent approach in a spatial economic model with a microscopic land development model. DELTA (Simmonds, 1999) combines an economic
model with households and job location model and a long-distance migration model.

Orcutt, Greenberger, Korbel, and Rivlin (1961: 45 ff.) proposed to simulate individuals, called microsimulation, rather than modeling population at the aggregate. A few influential microscopic land-use models have been developed, including the ILUTE (Miller & Salvini, 2001), UrbanSim (Waddell, 2002), ALBATROSS (Arentze & Timmermans, 2000), PUMA (Ettema, de Jong, Timmermans, & Bakema, 2004), SimDELTAS (Simmonds & Feldman, 2007), TIGRIS XL (Geurs, Zondag, Jong, & de Bok, 2013) and LUSDR (Gregor, 2006). All these models use an aggregate transport model. An exception is the ILUMASS model (Wagner & Wegener, 2007). However, the microscopic integration between land use and transport never became operational. The probably first true integration of microsimulation land-use and transport models was developed by Waddell, Wang, Charlton, and Olsen (2010) for San Francisco. The model was able to use worker-specific travel times to work to feed the household relocation model instead of more aggregate accessibilities. This required to run the transport model every model year, which added substantial runtime. It resulted in an operational integration of the land-use and transportation models. In practical applications, however, aggregate accessibilities are used to reduce runtime.

Good overviews of operational land-use/transport models are given particularly by Kii, Nakanishi, Nakamura and Doi (2016), Acheampong and Silva (2015), Hunt, Kriger, and Miller (2005) and Wegener (2004, 2014). Since Ira Lowry developed his Model of Metropolis in the early 1960s, the integration of land use and transport has essentially remained unchanged. The land-use model provides the location of population and employment that are used in the transport model to generate travel demand. Conversely, the transport model provides zone-to-zone travel times that are used in the land-use model to calculate accessibilities that affect location choice of population and employment. This has been visualized in the famous land-use/transport feedback cycle shown in Figure 1. Details have improved over the last 50 years, but in practical applications, the land-use/transport integration methods remained unchanged.
Nowadays, integrated models are used to analyze the impact of pricing scenarios, understand implications on equity issues and assess energy usage and environmental impacts. For such scenarios, the traditional feedback from land use to transport with aggregate accessibilities may not be sufficient. Kii et al. (2016) identified new requirements for integrated land-use/transport models to be climate change mitigation, energy scarcity, social conflicts, and new technologies such as autonomous vehicles or shared mobility services. Newer models may also call for more detail, such as the availability of telework or the capabilities of autonomous cars. At the same time, runtimes need to be limited to a reasonable amount of computing time. These new requirements of integrated land-use/transport models call for improved integration methods.

3 Model development issues

In response to the call for improved integration methods for land-use/transport models, a group of international experts in the domain of integrated land-use/transport modeling met in Raitenhaslach, near Munich, in November 2016 for a three-day symposium to discuss issues and future development of integrated land-use/transport models. During the presentations and discussions, four major themes dominated. These include the integration of decisions that cover different temporal scales, the technical integration of sub-models to facilitate transfer of data, the choice between microscopic and macroscopic
models, as well as the level of complexity of models. The following subsections describe the themes in detail.

### 3.1 Integration of short-term and long-term decisions

Integrated land-use/transport modeling involves the simulation of a number of decisions covering different temporal scales. These include residential and work location choices, which are long term decisions, as well as activity participation, destination, mode and route choices which are short-term decisions. Simmonds, Waddell, and Wegener (2011) note that relocation of households and firms respond to changes only slowly because moves require substantial transaction costs. In between these temporal scales, there are other decisions like car ownership, which Paleti, Bhat, and Pendyala (2013) identified as medium term decisions. Using the concept of resources, Miller (2016) pointed out that short-term decisions are constrained by available resources whereas long-term decisions seek to change these resources over time. He identifies time budget as the major constraint in the short-term and emphasizes the importance of money budget in long-term decisions. Recognizing that almost all long-term decisions happen within a market process, Miller (2016) highlighted the need to model decisions related to residential or labor mobility within a market process.

While long-term decisions, such as residential location choice, influence daily travel behavior, being stuck in traffic everyday may influence the long-term decisions household relocation (as also expressed in Figure 1). Observing that long-term decisions happen at some point in time, Miller (2016) contended that understanding what triggers these long-term decisions and when they are triggered is central to build integrated land-use/transport models. He highlighted the concept of stress, which is the difference between the current and the expected or desired state, as a way to model the triggering of decisions. Decisions are triggered if stress exceeds a certain threshold. A major challenge, however, is to handle multiple stresses that influence multiple choices.

Despite the ordering of decisions between short- and long-run, Paleti et al. (2013) argued that there is little behavioral basis underlying such sequential decision frameworks. They contend that a number of short- and long-term choices are made jointly and call for the development of model systems where these choices are captured jointly. Using the computationally tractable maximum approximate composite marginal likelihood approach, they estimated a joint model system that simultaneously considered six different choice dimensions covering disparate temporal scales in a unifying framework.

### 3.2 Technical integration of models

A significant challenge of integrating land-use and transportation models is to ensure technical operability. As both land-use and transport models by themselves tend to be sophisticated, the resulting integrated land-use/transport model will be necessarily complex. Commonly, long computation runtimes are the consequence. Some integrated land-use/transportation models reported runtimes of days for each scenario (Wegener, 2011), which provides a challenge for calibration, model updates and scenario analyses. In most cases, the longest runtime is found in the transportation submodel (especially when microscopic models are used for traffic assignment). In some cases (Shahumyan & Moeckel, 2016; Wagner & Wegener, 2007), traffic assignment represented 50% of the runtime, even though the transportation submodels often are run less frequently (such as every 10 years) than the land-use submodels (such as every year). For the Munich metropolitan area, the traffic assignment of 1.7 million home-based-work trips in MATSim required 7 hours, providing a challenge if several years shall be modeled. One workaround is to sample agents for the traffic assignment simulation and to reduce the capacity of the network at the same time. This procedure, despite being commonly applied (Ziemke,
Nagel, & Bhat, 2015), has not been tested systematically. It is commonly asserted but unproven so far how realistic the prediction of delays and traffic volumes are when sampling is applied (Llorca, Moreno, Okrah, & Moeckel, 2017).

To reduce run times of complex microscopic transportation models, several suggestions have been made. Tian and Chiu (2014) proposed improving traffic assignment models by adding additional learning algorithms for route choice (learning from assigned trips to increase speed when assigning new trips). Simmonds (2016) suggested to reduce levels of complexity and move towards a concept of “land-use models influenced by transportation” (LUMIT), or to substitute large-scale with simpler transport models. There is no general agreement on the maximum acceptable model runtime. On the one side, Wegener (2011) recommend 1 or 2 hours because (a) model developers need to run the models frequently for calibration and validation, and (b) models need to be run many times in application to cover a large range of scenarios. Others (Shahumyan & Moeckel, 2016) recommend runtimes that do not exceed an overnight run (about 16 hours or less). It is argued that an overnight run balances the requirements of modeling detail with obtaining model results reasonably fast. Yet others have accepted longer run times in the interest of maintaining as much detail in the model as possible. The integrated model for Salt Lake City, Utah needs 2.5 to 3 days to complete a model run (Li & Larson, 2017), and for Atlanta, Georgia the integrated model takes 5 days (Rosseau, 2017).

The integration of transportation and land-use models requires the exchange of data between modules that often were written by different developers and have different data structures. In the ideal case, all the modules should use open source licenses (Shahumyan & Moeckel, 2016). Based on the data exchange frequency, the level of interaction goes from the manual integration (manually copying data files from one module to another module) to fully automated integration (no modeler intervention needed). To deal with diverse model structures and programming languages, the use of so-called wrappers (such as Python wrappers) may facilitate running each piece from a global environment.

Nagel (2016) goes further and strongly recommends the use of one single programming language for all submodules. A common language makes the exchange of data objects (such as agents, trips, coordinates, matrices, etc.) between modules much easier. This fact may facilitate the mutual communication not only between models, but also between modelers. The latter can be achieved by using developer tools such as Git (to share the code between different developers and organizations), Maven (to allow the installation of submodels as external dependencies or libraries) or Travis-CI (to run integration tests that analyze code for operationality and regression every time a change was checked in).

3.3 Micro versus macro

Wegener (2011) stated that the current trend in integrated land-use/transport models is the move towards multi-agent or activity-based models, where individual agents are simulated instead of aggregated units. Wegener explained this as a consequence of individualization of societies and the quest to better predict environmental issues, such as air quality or noise. The powerful and continuously increasing computational capacity could be an additional reason. At the same time, the microscopic representation might provide advantages for the integration of land use and transportation. For example, Moeckel and Nagel (2016) explained the benefit to use individual travel time to work of each household member instead of aggregated accessibilities to jobs when selecting a housing location. Donnelly, Erhardt, Moeckel, and Davidson (2010) note that the aggregation of microscopic data is always possible and fast, whereas the opposite (disaggregation) is rather difficult and sometimes impossible. Therefore, storing information as micro data adds flexibility to the integration of both aggregate and disaggregate models.

Simmonds (2016) confirmed the flexibility of micro data but only recommend microscopic approaches for research environments as a powerful tool to analyze agents’ behavior. According to Sim-
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 Mondos, model applications by practitioners should focus on simpler and faster macroscopic models to reduce runtimes. This notion is motivated in particular by the fact that some microsimulation models, such as ILUMASS (Wagner & Wegener, 2007) or €LAN (Gertz, Maaß, & Guimarães, 2015), never succeeded to become fully operational due to their levels of complexity.

Microscopic models present the additional challenge of stochastic variations for choice problems. Because these models rely on the generation of random numbers for so-called Monte Carlo simulations, the results after every run may be slightly different. The larger the number of choice alternatives, the stronger the stochastic variations in the results, especially when the model is applied to small populations (such as when the traffic assignment is based on a small part of the agents). Several runs might be required to calculate an average of the forecast results, as done by Donnelly (2009). Gregor (2006) stores several stochastic model runs on purpose as potential alternative futures. The required number of runs remains unknown and depends on the number of choices modeled and the number of alternatives in each choice set (Wegener, 2011).

Some authors proposed multi-level models that combine microscopic and macroscopic models. A common example is the traffic assignment for large networks, where network-wide macroscopic models are linked to microscopic models for the representation of certain interesting points, such as selected intersections (Kristofferson & Engelson, 2016). Consequently, the propagation of delays at complex intersections can be modeled in detail, while areas of the network further away from the point of interest are not simulated at the same level of detail.

In contrast to the general trend of only using microsimulation in both transport and land-use modeling, Wegener (2011) proposed that the extent to which spatial units should be disaggregated depends on the planning task at hand. He states that there is an appropriate level of conceptual, spatial and temporal resolution for each planning problem. Wegener continues that models should be multi-level and multi-scale in terms of time, space and subsystems, incorporating both top-down and bottom-up feedback loops. For transport analyses, Ortúzar and Willumsen (2011) concluded that analyses of traffic management schemes generally requires smaller zones, while strategic studies benefit from using larger zones.

### 3.4 Complex versus simple models

While microscopic models tend to be more complex than macroscopic models, model complexity goes beyond the macro-micro debate and considers the number of variables as well as the degree of interaction among them. Similar to the trend towards microsimulation, the general direction of development has been to increase complexity. While there is general agreement that the model application should guide the level of complexity, it remains unclear when modelers should stop increasing the complexity and whether an optimum between complexity and simplicity can be identified.

On the one hand, increased complexities are caused by new variables in the models as a response to requirements for desired scenarios. For example, if policies need to be tested that affect pedestrians, a finer resolution of transportation zones may be necessary (Clifton, Singleton, Muhs, & Schneider, 2016). Pedestrian route choice is particularly complex to model, as new additional variables related to the concept of walkability would be required. Similarly, the advent of autonomous vehicles and the introduction of vehicle sharing systems (Heinrichs, 2016), health impact modeling (Mueller et al., 2015) or the estimation of traffic-related emissions (Ruehr, 2016) call for additional complexity in the model.

A similar issue may be found in model estimation, where new data sources may provide more detailed information, and thereby, allow the use of additional attributes. According to De Vos, Mokhtarian, Schwanen, Van Acker, and Witlox (2016), the inclusion of behavioral aspects can improve the accuracy of choice predictions. For example, adding attitudinal aspects may improve the prediction in
mode choice modeling. The use of some models, such as mixed logit models, can identify attitudes in the data, and subjects can be classified into attitudinal groups (car-friendly, transit-friendly, etc.). This has been shown to increase the model’s goodness of fit (Malokin, Circella, & Mokhtarian, 2015). Others (Axhausen, 2008; Carrasco & Miller, 2006) argued that attitudes should go beyond the individual and be understood within the individual’s social network. Long-term choices of its network members, such as home, workplace or regular meetings, can trigger travel demand that cannot be explained using generalized costs of travel or destination utility. Schönfelder and Axhausen (2016) also added monetary budgets to model estimation, as activity repertoires are based on the suitability and monetary costs of location for certain activities at certain times and for certain groups. However, the model estimation becomes more complicated. In addition, data requirements increase and are likely to limit transferability. The list of potential increases in model complexity is long. However, model developers need to be aware that complex models tend to have higher requirements for the model user. The education of the next generation of modelers need to keep up with complexity in modeling, and vice versa, model developers should account for the capability of future model users when deciding on complexity.

One possible approach in model development is to start with the most complex model possible in the development phase and simplify the model before completion of the research as much as possible. This approach will identify the best possible match of observed and modeled data. It will also specify the actual benefit of adding complexity. An alternative approach is to start with the simplest model possible and gradually increase complexity. This approach is called agile development in computer science (Donnelly, 2010; Martin, 2003) and has the fundamental benefit that the analyst has an operational (yet simple) model right from the beginning.

In general, more complex models usually are worth pursuing when scenarios with small impacts are tested (such as 2% rise of energy prices) to pick up minor changes in the system. Simpler models will often fulfill the need for more draconic scenarios (such as a 25% energy prices rise or the complete ban of private cars from the city center).

3.5 Policy sensitivities

Integrated land-use/transport models may be built for two purposes. Some serve academic progress and aim at adding methodology or theory without the intent of solving immediately real-world problems, such as work on ILUMASS by Strauch et al. (2005). Others are highly applied and used to test policies to advise decision makers in transport and/or land-use planning, such as work by Conder and Lawton (2002); Hunt and Abraham (2003); Waddell (2000) and many others. Most models, however, do at least a little bit of both.

While it is acknowledged that scientific progress requires basic research, some models in the past suffered from being overly complex and never becoming operational (Wagner & Wegener, 2007). As a consequence, some of these models contributed nothing to applied problem sets, and sometimes very little to scientific progress. In the 1970s, Lee Jr. (1973) warned of fundamental flaws of large scale modeling and suggested that planners should abandon modeling as a decision-support tool. Since then, many modeling systems have proven Lee wrong. A model like MEPLAN has been used many dozen times for scenario analysis (Hunt et al., 2005). Several integrated land-use/transport models have been used successfully in policy advice, both for transportation and land-use scenarios (Moeckel, forthcoming).

It seems that models that reached an operational status have been more influential, not only in policy advising but also in scientific progress. The summary papers cited in section 2 only list models that became operational and have at least the potential to advise policy makers. Models that do reach an operational status gain credibility, as results can be compared actual development and the reasonability of forecasts can be assessed.
4 Conclusions: Challenges ahead

Since Lowry (1964) published his seminal Model of Metropolis more than 50 years ago, substantial progress has been made in integrated land-use/transport modeling. Discrete choice and bid-rent approaches have added theoretical foundations to model land-use decisions, and activity-based travel demand models as well as microscopic traffic assignments have augmented the possibilities in modeling detailed scenarios greatly. Despite some failed attempts to integrate land-use and transport models (which were to be expected in science), many integrated models work remarkably well. Such models have both provided material for successful research project and have proven to be useful as a planning instrument supporting decision makers.

However, there still remain challenges to integrated land-use/transport modeling and their application in practice. In a recent review and reflection of integrated models, Waddell (2011) identifies the theoretical and empirical realism of models, their computation performance, flexibility, transparency and ease of use as some of the key challenges facing integrated modeling and their application in practice. Based on the literature review, results from the symposium in Raitenhaslach in November 2016 and ongoing discussions with colleagues, a few important challenges of integrated land-use/transport modeling have been identified.

(1) Data storage and exchange formats. As identified in section 3.3, there is a trend towards micro-simulation in integrated land-use/transport modeling. To improve collaboration, common ways to store and share micro data should be defined. For geospatial data, the ESRI Shapefile has been established as the standard format to store data. A white paper (ESRI, 1998) provides specifications that allow sharing shapefiles across platforms and softwares. For matrices, a similar standard was defined using the open source OMX matrix specification (Stabler, 2017). There is no such standard for storing and sharing micro data or synthetic populations. Developing such a standard would facilitate to work collaboratively with micro data across different study areas and softwares.

(2) Open source modeling frameworks. An open source framework is needed for integrated land-use/transport modeling (compare section 3.2). OPUS (Open Platform for Urban Simulation) (Waddell, Borning, Ševíková, & Socha, 2006) was an attempt to create an open source platform for land-use, activity-based and dynamic traffic assignment models. Even though some implementations in the U.S. and Europe were built using OPUS (Waddell, Wang, & Liu, 2008; Waddell, Wang, Sevcikova, & Borning, 2015), it was not used widely. Currently, OPUS is further developed to the Urban Data Science Toolkit (UDST), a promising alternative by the UrbanSim community that hosts various models and analysis tools. In comparison to OPUS, UDST advances coding practices and simplifies its implementation (https://github.com/UDST/urbansim). MATSim (Horni, Nagel, & Axhausen, 2016) is a powerful model for dynamic traffic assignment that is applied in more than 40 study areas. Key to MATSim's success is its open-source license and flexible yet efficient implementation in code. ActivitySim (http://udst.github.io/activitysim/) is a promising alternative open source framework for activity-based models, as is VisionEval (https://gregorbj.github.io/VisionEval/) for sketch-planning models. Those are still in their infancy, but have the potential to become the standard for activity-based and sketch-planning modeling, respectively. The modeling community should strive to develop a similar framework for land-use modeling that rather seamlessly integrates with a variety of transport models.

(3) Model documentation and tutorials. For most model applications, the only successful model implementations were done or advised by the original model developer (or someone working closely with the model developer). As a consequence, most models seem to disappear once the model developer retires or loses interest in maintaining the model. As discussed in section 3.4, many models are too complex, documentation is sparse at best, and model design tends to be too inflexible to account for different
modeling requirements without major surgery of the source code. Tools to visualize model output (and thereby, to better understand model performance) are rare. The responsibility of the modeling community will be to develop, document and support models that are documented, agile and transferable.

(4) Education. Closely related is the responsibility of universities to educate graduates who are capable of understanding integrated models and interested in working with them (compare section 3.4). A recent survey among 70 U.S. transportation planning agencies revealed that 64% of those operating an integrated land-use/transport model are concerned that they do not have sufficient staff with adequate training to work with these models (Moeckel, forthcoming). Universities must help educating future champions of integrated modeling. Agencies, on the other hand, have the responsibility to give champions the opportunity to move applications of integrated models to the next level.

(5) Extensibility. It is widely accepted that models need to be designed for the scenarios that need to be analyzed (compare section 3.5). A model used predominantly for environmental analysis has different model specifications, a different spatial resolution and requires different input data than a model used for highway expansion analyses. As such, a model will never be able to handle every scenario well. In particular, future requirements of models are at least in part unknown today. An unresolved challenge for model developers is to build models that are tailored to the task at hand but allow flexible adjustments to new requirements. Only recently, the majority of transportation models were asked to model the impact of autonomous vehicles, despite the fact that this scenario was not even considered possible when many of these models were built. Microsimulation has the promise to facilitate flexible adjustments of the model to future (and currently unknown) challenges (compare section 3.3). Such models provide agents to be modeled at the finest resolution possible, and thereby, allow aggregation to any level needed for future model extensions. This will be an important strategy to keep models relevant in a changing environment.

While important progress has been made in integrated land-use/transport models over the last few decades, this field of research has a fair share of attempts to integrate land use with transport models that did not succeed to create operational models. This is not uncommon in research, as scientific progress can be achieved with both successful implementations and models that do not reach maturity. The latter may have relevance in two regards. On the one hand, scientific progress may have been achieved in submodels, even if the entire model system has not become operational. On the other hand, a model implementation that did not work out well may provide lessons learned for future model development. However, models that become operational serve not only the model developer communities but also scenario analyses. In 1973, Lee Jr. (1973) wrote the infamous article on the failure of large scale models that never reached maturity for scenario analysis. While scientific progress can be made with research that falls short of its original goals, researchers working on integrated land-use/transport models will continuously need to proof to be relevant. Having an eye on operationality will help to proof the value of integrated land-use/transport modeling both to the scientific community and to those who apply models.
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